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Cyber Security

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) launched the Cyber Grand
Challenge to create defensive systems with purposes of automated, scalable, machine-speed
detection of vulnerabilities and cyber infections.
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ALL THESE TEAMS USE SYMBOLIC (ALGEBRAIC APPROACH)
IN DETECTION OF VULNERABILITIES IN BINARY CODE

Problems:
1. Pattern Matching.
Redundant. Too many False Positive.
2. Simulation in isolated environment.
Insufficient. Deep-hidden vulnerabilities cannot be
detected.
3. Analysis of high-level programming languages.
Insufficient. Security issues are on the level of third-party
(non-compiled) libraries.

Our approach:
Use the algebraic matching and symbolic execution of binary code
model.
1. Create algebraic model of binary code.
2. Formalize the existed vulnerabilities as algebraic patterns.
3. Provide algebraic matching of given vulnerability models with binary
code model and detect the vulnerability candidates.
4. Prove the reachability of the detected vulnerability by symbolic
execution.

Algebra of Behaviors
Algebra of behaviors was developed by D. Gilbert and A. Letichevsky (Senior) in 1997
It consider the operations over actions and behaviors.
Prefixing operation a.B means that action a follows behaviour B. The
operation of nondeterministic choice of behaviours u + v establishes
alternative behaviours. The algebra has three terminal constants:
successful termination ∆, deadlock 0, and unknown behaviour ⊥. The
parallel and sequential composition are defined on the behaviors.
Example:
B0 = a1.a2.B1 + a3.B2,
B1 = a4.∆,
B2 =…
The example define the order of event. The behavior B0 has two
alternative - first is two actions a1 and a2 and then the rest
behavior B1 or action a3 and rest behavior B2. Behavior B1 is
action a4 and end of behavior etc.

Algebra Behavior (UCM diagram)
Behavior algebra
operations can be
mapped to the
UCM. It is used
for visualizing the
graphical
scenario that
corresponds to
behavior algebra
expressions.

Algebra of Behaviors
Every action is also defined by a couple, namely, the precondition and postcondition of
an action, given as an expression in some formal theory.

Action(A,B) = (A > B) && !(A == 0) -> B = (B + 1)/A

The semantic of the action presented in C-like syntax means that if precondition (A >
B) && !(A == 0) is true for concrete values of A and B or is satisfiable for symbolic
(arbitrary) values of A and B, then we can change attribute B by the assignment B = (B
+ 1)/A. The action can be parametrized by the attributes used in the action’s conditions.

Translation of x86 Assembler to
Algebra of Behaviors
Listing after disassembling:

Model of binary code behavior:

Translation of x86 Assembler to
Algebra of Behaviors
ALGEBRAIC ENVIRONMENT:
-

-

the set of general- and special-purpose registers.
Some attributes are identified as names of registers:
ax,al,bx,bl,..,eax,ebx,…,rax,rbx,…,ebp,esp,rbp,rsp,rip
physical memory that can be considered as the
function Memory(addr), where addr is the available
memory address

Bx1 = cjne.Bz + !cjne.Bx2
Bx2 = …
cjne(n,A,B) = !(A == B) -> PI = PI + z + 3;FLAG_C = (B > A)
!cjne(n,A,B) = (A == B) -> PI = PI + 3;

Translation of x86 Assembler to
Algebra of Behaviors

Set of Algebra Behavior Expressions

Set of Instructions is converted to

Set of Algebra Behavior Actions

Algebraic Patterns of Vulnerabilities
VulnerabilityPattern = IntruderInput; ProgramBehavior; VulnerabilityPoint
Program

Input, Back Door,…
Path from input to
vulnerability

Memory corruption,
access to data,….

Algebraic Patterns of Vulnerabilities
Input of string
Stack Allocation
Rewriting of return code
BUFFER OVERFLOW VULNERABILITY
vulnerabilityBufferOverflow = input; X1; allocateStack; X2; writeStack,
input = mov(9, eax, 0x66). mov(10, ebx, 0x11). lea(11, ecx, MemoryOperand). call(12,
MemoryOperand),
allocateStack = push(1,ebp).mov(2,ebp,esp).sub(3,esp,N),
writeStack = movs(8, MemoryOperand, MemoryOperand) + mov(5, MemoryOperand, regGen)

Algebraic Patterns of Vulnerabilities
ACTIONS:
call(12,MemoryOperand) = Forall(i:int, 0<=i<LengthSocket) -> Input(ecx + i) = true,
mov(2,ebp,esp)=1->StackAddr=ebp,
movs(8,MemoryOperand,MemoryOperand) = Input(RefMemorySrc) &&(StackAddr==RefMemoryDest) -> 1,
mov(5, MemoryOperand, regGen) = Input(RefMemorySrc) && (StackAddr == RefMemoryDest) -> 1,
mov(x, GenReg, MemoryOperand) = Input(RefMemorySrc) -> Input(GenReg),
mov(x, MemoryOperand, MemoryOperand) = Input(RefMemorySrc) -> Input(RefMemoryDest)
Sufficient conditions of vulnerability:
1. The bytes are written in address that is equal to the top
stack pointer;
2. The bytes shall be received from the registers after
system call

Behavior Matching
The first level of matching is to find behavior expressions corresponding to the algebraic
pattern of a vulnerability.
Behavior matching anticipates solving behavior expressions.
The task of solving behavior equations is formulated as follows. Let B0 be the system of
behavior equations:
B0 = R(a1, a2, … , B1, B2, …, ),
B1 = R(a11, a12, …, B11, B12, …), …
where B1, B2, … B11, B12, ... are the behaviors and a1, a2, … are actions. The behavior
B0 shows translated binary code.
Let behavior X be an unknown behavior containing a vulnerability. The task is to find X,
that is B0 = Y; X; Z and X = vulnerabilityBufferOverflow

Model Matching
Model matching is performed by the symbolic modelling of a given behavior that was
obtained by behavior matching.
During symbolic modelling, we apply the actions for which we detect the satisfiability of the
expression Env && Prec, where Env is a symbolic environment of the model of the binary
code and Prec is the precondition of the matched action.
If it is satisfiable, then we perform the postcondition operations in the pattern environment
and in the environment of the binary code model.
If we reach the vulnerability point in the pattern, then we have a scenario that leads from
the input point.

Exploit Generation
With the symbolic environment represented by the set of formulae,
it is possible to realize a concrete scenario or to define input values
that cause stack buffer overflow.
Backward symbolic modeling to the input point gives the initial
formula that covers the values enabling exploits to perform
malicious actions.

Detection of Vulnerabilities in Binary Code
Source
Code

compiling,
program linking

Conversion of code
to algebraic model

Algebraic Matching:
- Behavior
matching(model of
code and patterns);
Verdict,
Counterexample
- Action matching
(symbolic modeling of
detected behaviors)

Data Base of
Algebraic Patterns
of Vulnerabilities
(from CVE)

Algebraic Model of Intrusion. Toy
Example

Behavior Expressions:
B_Meltdown = a_i0.X;B_i0,
B_i0 = a_i1.X;B_i1,
B_i1 = a_i2.X;B_i2,
B_i2 = a_i3.B_i0 + ~a_i3

Local Predicates:
x = Operand(a_i0) & memAuthorized(x) & SpecComp(a_i0)
type(a_i1) = rdtscp
y = Operand(a_i2) & type(a_i2) = movzx & (y = x)
type(a_i3) = rdtscp
Global Predicates:
memAuthorized(x) <=> (x > KERNEL_MEMORY_START)
& (x < KERNEL_MEMORY_END)

Algebraic Model of Intrusion. Toy
Example
Associated with vocabilary:

Behavior Expressions:
B_Meltdown = a_i0.X1;B_i0,
B_i0 = a_i1.X2;B_i1,
B_i1 = a_i2.X3;B_i2,
B_i2 = a_i3.B_i3
B_i3 = X4.B_i0 + Y

Local Predicates:
x = Operand(a_i0) & memAuthorized(x) & SpecComp(a_i0)
type(a_i1) = rdtscp
y = Operand(a_i2) & type(a_i2) = movzx & (y = x)
type(a_i3) = rdtscp
Global Predicates:
memAuthorized(x) <=> (x > KERNEL_MEMORY_START)
& (x < KERNEL_MEMORY_END)

“Someone tries to perform nonauthorized access to kernel
memory”
“Someone measures a time in a
cycle with non-authorized access to
kernel memory”

Algebraic Model of Intruder's Abstract Behavior
• Example of Spectre exploit behavior:

B = X1;a1(rdtscp).a2(mov,t1 = esi,ecx).X2;B1,
B1 = a3(mov,i = rax,A).X3;B2,
B2 = X4;a4(rdtscp).a5(mov,t2 = esi,ecx).X5;B3,
B3 = a6(t2 - t1 < CASH_THRESHOLD).B + a7(t2 - t1
>=CASH_THRESHOLD).B4,

abstract behavior of
intruder
AuthorizedMem(A) = true

Analysis of Suspicious Process
Analyser
OS

Process1

Process2

New
Process

Conversion
to algebra.
Algebraic
Matching

Network or desktop
Intruder's
Behaviors
Patterns

Verdict,
Counterexample

Two Main Problems
• Problem of reachability of property
• Problem of matching

Digital Justice
Checking for consistency of Tax Payer behavior with Tax Code
• Tax Code consists of 357 articles
written on 780 pages. The articles
are structured in 20 sections, with
the major ones focusing on VAT
and profit taxes.
• For formalization of Tax Code we
used:
– formalization technique of VRS;
– theory of interaction of agents and
environments;
– Use Case Maps diagrams;
– Basic protocols specifications and behavior
algebra

Formalization of Non-behavioral Requirements
Let X is agent of type Person
The statements about agent's attributes are
AXIOMS in APS system
For presentation of axioms we use the logical
language of APS that contains:
- first order logic operations (including
quantifiers);
- enumerated types;
- boolean types;
- symbolic types;
- linear arithmetics;
-functional symbols (free terms).

X.taxPayer <=> A180_1_1 Ú A180_1_2 Ú A180_1_3 ...
A180_1_1 <=> ((X.commercialActivity.status = INTENT) Ú (X.commercialActivity.status =
IN_PROCESS) ) Ù
(X.registration.status = DID) Ù X.registration.discretionVoluntary
A180_1_2 <=> (X.registration.status = INTENT) Ú (X.registration.status = DID)
Exist (i:int)
A180_1_3 <=> (x.importing(i) >= TAX_AMOUNT) & (i > 0) & (i <= salesNumber) &
(x.importActivity.responsibility = TAX_PAYMENT)

Axioms from Article 180
A180_1 : (A180_1 <=> (x.taxVATPayer <=> (A180_1_1 |/ A180_1_2 |/ A180_1_3 & A180_1_3_3 |/ (A180_1_3
& (A180_1_3_1 |/ A180_1_3_2) & A180_1_3_3) |/ A180_1_4 |/ A180_1_5))),
A180_1_1 : (A180_1_1 <=> (((x.commercialActivity.status = GONNA_BE) |/ (x.commercialActivity.status =
DOES)) & (x.registrationVAT.status = DOES) & x.registrationVAT.decisionVoluntaryVAT)),
A180_1_2 : (A180_1_2 <=> (x.registrationVAT.necessity |/ (x.registrationVAT.status = DID))),
A180_1_3 : (Exist (i:int) ((A180_1_3 <=> (x.importActivity.status = DOES) & ((x.import.sales)(i)>=
limitVATimport) & (i > 0) & (i <= salesNumber) & (x.importActivity.responsibility = TAX_PAYMENT))),
A180_1_3_1 : (A180_1_3_1 <=> (x.importActivity.responsibility = KEEP_TAXFREE_REQUIREMENTS) &
x.importActivity.taxFreeModeViolation),
A180_1_3_2 : (A180_1_3_2 <=>x.importActivity.taxExtemption.given & ((x.importActivity.taxExtemption.usage
= NOT_TARGETED) |/ (x.importActivity.taxExtemption.usage = CONDITIONS_VIOLATION))),
A180_1_3_3 : (A180_1_3_3 <=> ~(x.importActivity.taxSalesCultureValues)),
A180_1_4 : (A180_1_4 <=> (x.otherActivity = JOINT_ACTIVITY_CONTRACT)),
A180_1_5 : (A180_1_5 <=> (x.otherActivity = CONTROL_ESTATE)),
A180_1_6 : (A180_1_6 <=> (x.otherActivity = CONFISCATE))

Formalization of Behavioral Requirements

Forall i ((x.VAT(timeActual.month - i)=0) & (i >= 0) & (i < 12) & (timeActual.month
> 12))->
("184.1.g VAT registrarion cancelation")
(x.registrationVAT.status := CANCELED)

Ordering of Behavioral Requirements (UCM
diagrams)

UCM with VAT payer registration and
annulment procedure from Tax Code
(sequential model)

Checking of Behavior of Tax Payer for
Consistency
a1,a2,a3,… - tax payer scenario

Formalized tax code

Resolving of
Reachability
Problem

Verdict with counterexample

Forensic Computation
• Installation Fraud
– Fraud behavior is described as algebra behavior expressions;
– We observe the set of scenarios of user behavior.

Algebraic Matching
a1,a2,a3,… - user scenarios

Data Base of fraud
behaviors + Neuron Net

Verdict with references
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